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Lafayette Downtown Congestion Study: Progress Update

This memorandum is an update to the previous traffic analysis memo Lafayette Downtown Congestion
Study: Preliminary Detailed Network Traffic Analysis Work-in-Progress Findings issued by Arup on
August 26, 2016. This work also builds on the earlier “mini studies” presented in the memo Lafayette
Downtown Congestion Study: Long List to Short List of Strategies and Projects issued by Arup on June
16, 2016 and presented at the June Steering Committee meeting. These studies provided independent
traffic assessments for each of the Short-List of strategies. Please refer to these previous resources for
details on each strategy, the earlier Long to Short List distillation process, the development of the
various traffic models and the other analysis tools.
This memo accompanies a Powerpoint presentation slide deck for the next Steering Committee
meeting. These materials cover the following topics:

1

•

A reminder of the “Big Picture”

•

Near and Medium-Term traffic analysis findings

•

A final determination on Long-Term strategies

•

An assessment of demand-side strategies that could reduce vehicle trip making

The “Big Picture”

This study is assessing how a combination of supply-side (capacity increasing) and demand
management (traffic reducing) strategies can manage congestion in the future. The assessment will be
used to develop a master plan of transportation projects that can be deployed by the City to address
future congestion.
Up to this point, we have been evaluating a list of 19 Short List projects that we have grouped into
Near, Medium, and Long-Term packages. The decision to group the projects according to these
categories is based on the ease of implementation and the cost. The Long-Term projects will require
significant right-of-way acquisition, engineering design, environmental analysis, regulatory
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complexity, and cost. The objective is to implement as many of the other Near and Medium-Term
projects to avoid having to implement the Long-Term projects.
The analysis presented at the August Steering Committee meeting focused on combinations of supply
side projects and how they could be implemented at two different future scenarios representing 10%
and 20% growth in traffic volumes. These growth scenarios were developed based on land use and
traffic data obtained from the Contra Costa County Transportation Authority (CCTA) regional travel
demand model. The land use and traffic data were obtained for zones in Downtown Lafayette, outside
of Downtown Lafayette, and the wider Lamorinda area. Additional detail is provided in the August 26,
2016 memo.
Figure 1 provides additional context on historical traffic trends using total AM and PM peak hour
intersection volumes at the Mount Diablo Boulevard (MDB) / Moraga Road intersection. Figure 1 also
plots the traffic forecast scenario used in this analysis (based on the CCTA model) and an alternative
scenario. The CCTA model projects 0.6% annual traffic growth, while the alternative scenario projects
0.3% annual traffic and is based on historical growth rates.
Figure 1: Traffic Growth Projections

Some key observations are:
•

Traffic growth has been slow over the last eight years – from 2007 to 2015, the annual growth
rate has been approximately 0.25% per year.
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•

Between 2000 and 2010, the population of Lafayette was 23,900 1 and was largely unchanged
over this period. Moraga’s population was also stable over this same period at just over 16,000.
From 2000 to 2010, the US Census American Community Survey (ACS) indicates that
commuter drive alone mode share decreased approximately three percentage points from 71%
to 68% over the same period. Stable population with a slightly lower drive alone mode share
explains how traffic volumes are still a bit lower today than they were in 2000.

•

Since 2010, Lafayette’s population has increased approximately 8% to 25,900. This is
consistent with recent development in the City. However, the drive alone mode share fell
another three percentage points to 65%. This decrease in drive alone mode share offsets some of
the population growth and helps explain why traffic volumes have grown relatively slowly the
last several years. The recent BART station access survey further supports this: from 2008 to
2015, the drive alone, carpool, and drop-off access mode share at the Lafayette Station fell from
84% to 71%.

•

These decreases in the drive alone mode share translate primarily into increased BART
ridership and additional walking and biking trips to the Lafayette station.

•

The higher of the two forecast lines (red dotted) shows the traffic growth at MDB/Moraga Road
derived from the CCTA model. The 10% and 20% growth targets used in this analysis are
identified on the forecast line. This forecast captures population and employment growth in
Lafayette and Moraga, but appears to reflect no change in travel behavior and drive alone trip
making. This forecast can be interpreted as a “conservative” scenario.

•

The lower of the two forecast lines (blue dotted) shows traffic growth based on a historical
growth rate calculated over the last eight years. This growth rate is approximately 0.25% per
year. This was rounded up to 0.3% for this exercise. Over this period, the population in
Lafayette has grown 8% but the drive alone commute mode share and the BART drive access
mode share have both decreased. This has kept the traffic growth relatively flat. Further
decreases in auto trip making could offset future population and employment growth. This is a
“best case” scenario.

From the previous August work, several key issues have become clear:

1

•

Congestion on Moraga Road is the key issue. The Mid-Day (MD)/PM period is the most
difficult to manage in the future because it incorporates three trip types: 1) school trips early in
the period, 2) retail shoppers, and 3) commuters in the evening all contributing to the
congestion. The AM involves only two of these three trip types: school and commute trips.

•

The initial traffic analysis evaluated combinations of near and medium-term “capacity” projects
at 10% and 20% traffic growth scenarios. We associated the 10% traffic growth rate with a
2025 forecast year and the 20% traffic growth rate with a 2040 forecast year. These traffic

US Census, American Fact Finder
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growth scenarios provide useful “breakpoints” for the traffic analysis. However, the exact
timing for various traffic volumes is uncertain and will depend on a range of factors.
•

There a several combinations of Short List strategies that can serve up to 10% growth, but it’s a
challenge to accommodate 20% growth during the MD/PM.

•

There is a need to incorporate demand-side strategies, as the supply-side strategies are not
enough to manage the congestion.

Several major traffic questions:
1. MDB / Moraga Rd – how will the weave between Moraga Road and 1st Street work, and how
will the north-south crosswalk on the east leg work?
2. What are the benefits of the Brook-School connection?
3. What is the queuing situation on Moraga Rd south of St Mary’s in the future?
4. What is the final decision on the Long-Term strategies (In/Out)?
5. Are there Long-Term strategies on the demand side (land use/transportation connection) to help
provide sustained downward pressure on traffic growth?
The objective is to classify the strategies as supply and demand-side strategies to evaluate the
following:
•

Estimate how the supply-side strategies could reduce travel time/increase capacity

•

Estimate how the demand-side strategies could reduce auto trip making in the peak, shift trips to
other modes, or shift trips away from critical locations on Moraga Rd

•

Identify how effective these strategies are in mitigating future land use and traffic growth

Table 1 presents the Near, Medium, and Long-Term strategies and how they are separated into the
supply and demand categories.
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Table 1: Supply and Demand-Side Strategies

SUPPLY (CAPACITY)

DEMAND

NearTerm

• Mount Diablo Blvd/Moraga Rd improvements
(several options)
• Southbound left-turn lane at Moraga
Rd/Moraga Blvd
• Traffic Signals/Roundabouts on Deer Hill Rd
• Smart Corridors (assumed in all projects)

• School loading zones at St Mary’s and Golden
Gate Way
• School Street Complete Street
• Student pedestrian priority streets
• Enhanced bus service
• Staggered school times

MediumTerm

• Brook to School St connection
• Southbound left-turn lane at Moraga Rd/School
St
• Downtown Couplet

• Mount Diablo Blvd road diet from SR 24 to
Risa Rd

LongTerm

• Reservoir Bypass (two options)
• Moraga Road (two options)
• Interchange Reconfiguration (full or partial
one-way NB)

st

• Oak Hill Rd and 1 St Road Diets
• Regional Trail to BART connection
• Oak Hill Rd/BART pedestrian bridge
• Land use / zoning regulations, transit-oriented
development (TOD), and other supporting
policies to promote lower auto trip making and
more active transportation

The Near and Medium-Term strategies provide a continuum of solutions that can be implemented in
various ways. All of the strategies, except for the Long-Term land use/zoning strategy, have been
discussed in the previous materials. These strategies are further analyzed in the next section and in the
presentation.
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2

Near and Medium-Term Project Assessment

This section discusses the supply (traffic capacity) and demand benefits of the Near and Medium-Term
projects. The traffic capacity strategies were analyzed using the traffic microsimulation models, while
the demand management strategies were analyzed using a range of traffic engineering methods and
travel behavior research. The traffic models include an AM peak hour model and a two-hour mid-day
(MD) / PM peak period model. The MD/PM model is shown to have more traffic and higher levels of
congestion in the future. After each strategy, Arup has provided a recommendation on whether it
should be included in the final set of strategies based on how effectively the strategy assesses traffic
capacity and trip reduction. However, the final determination resides with the Steering Committee.

2.1

MDB / Moraga Road

Figure 2 presents the proposed double northbound right-turn from Moraga Rd to MDB and the
potential for weaving between the two intersections, which are approximately 580 feet apart. The
concern is that drivers would not be prepared for the left-turn at 1st Street after making a northbound
right-turn from Moraga Road. Therefore, northbound right turning vehicles in each of the two rightturn lanes might need to weave and change lanes on MDB, which could create congestion or result in
collisions. To minimize the potential for weaving, the center lane, which provides the second right-turn
movement, would be aligned with the left-most through lane on eastbound MDB. This left-side through
lane develops into the first of two eastbound left-turn lanes at 1st Street. To align the lanes, lane striping
through the intersection would direct vehicles into the proper lane. Also, pavement markings on
Moraga Rd indicating “1st ST/FWY OK” would alert drivers of where this lane is directed at 1st Street.
This type of lane marking is common near major interchanges.
Figure 2: MDB / Moraga Road and MDB / 1st St Intersections

1st St
FWY
OK
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The traffic simulation indicates that some congestion does occur on this segment, although weaving
does not appear to be a major issue. The combination of the lane markings and changes to the signal
timings between Moraga Road and 1st Street will promote traffic progression between the two
intersections.
A significant amount of work has gone into trying to find the “best” design for MDB / Moraga Road
that provides increased throughput but also maintains pedestrian access and safety. Figure 3 presents
five configuration options, along with the signal timing and phasing plans.
Figure 3: Alternative Configuration and Signal Timing/Phasing Plans at MDB/Moraga Rd

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

The objective is to identify a “win-win” solution that provides the additional throughput on northbound
Moraga Road and allows crossing at the north-south crosswalk on the east leg of the intersection. The
following summarize the main findings about these options:
•

The existing configuration (Option 1), includes protected right-turn overlap phases that run on
the north and eastbound approaches. This is an efficient operation and allows for the northsouth crosswalk on the west leg to cross as the westbound left-turn and northbound right-turn
overlap run concurrently.

•

The analysis clearly shows that the second northbound right-turn (Option 2), with no pedestrian
crossing on the east leg, provides significant capacity benefits. However, removing the
crosswalk limits pedestrian connectivity across Mount Diablo Boulevard.
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•

Allowing pedestrians to cross with a double right-turn is a permitted design (Option 3), but not
considered a “best practice”. The impact of having pedestrians in the crosswalk will increase
over time as pedestrian activity increases.

•

None of the other improvements, such as the restricted southbound left-turn (Option 4) and
closing the shopping center driveway (Option 5) provides any operating benefits over the
existing configuration.

The recommendation is to not alter the configuration of the intersection. The only clear capacity
benefit occurs when the crosswalk is removed. However, this would impact pedestrians.

2.2

Moraga Road / Moraga Boulevard and Lafayette Elementary

A redesign of Moraga Road from School Street to Mount Diablo Boulevard would provide additional
traffic capacity benefits and a more convenient safe east-west pedestrian and bicycle crossings. These
projects are shown in Figure 4 and summarized below:
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Figure 4: Other Moraga Road Improvements

• A dedicated southbound left-turn lane at Moraga
Boulevard. A left-turn lane with a protected left-turn phase
would allow vehicles to queue outside of the southbound
through lanes. Also, this left-turn will provide access to 1st
Street and the school drop-off zones.
• Circulation changes around Lafayette Elementary School.
The prohibition of southbound left-turns from Moraga Road
to the school parking lot have been tested and are currently
being considered for adoption. We anticipate that this will
continue in the future.
• Additional circulation changes are possible with the
demolition of the old library and the connection through the
school parking lot to Moraga Boulevard. This new
circulation would provide additional loading space and
queuing area, which would reduce vehicles spilling back
onto Moraga Road.
• The Brook-to-School Connection (detail in the next
section).

2.3

Brook-to-School Connection

Figure 5 presents the proposed configuration for the Brook-to-School Connection with the dedicated
southbound left-turn pocket to School Street, along with improvements associated with the School
Street Complete Street (shared path, wider sidewalks). The Brook-to-School Connection, evaluated
independently of the other Moraga Road improvements, has the following benefits:
•

Improves traffic progression: Combines two closely spaced intersections into one (still prohibits
NBL during peak times). The modeling is trying to balance the progression benefits on Moraga
Road with delay and queuing on the side streets. The analysis indicates that the side-street delay
and queuing improves over the existing configuration.
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•

The existing pedestrian scramble phase is not required, as pedestrians can now cross at two
standard east-west crosswalks at the new intersection. The scramble phase adds 24 seconds of
all-red time.

Figure 5: Brook-to-School Connection

•

The southbound left-turn lane adds capacity. Similar to the southbound left-turn lane at Moraga
Boulevard, turning vehicles would not block southbound through traffic on Moraga Road.

•

Pedestrian and bicycle improvements include a connection to the School Street path, which
provides a convenient way to cross Moraga Rd.

•

Provides a large area at the northwest corner of the new intersection for additional amenities.

The Brook-to-School Connection, independent of the other strategies, would provide a 5%
improvement in throughput and a 10% improvement in travel time along Moraga Road. This
configuration would improve the queuing on School Street because the simpler configuration with the
removal of the Brook Street intersection provides higher throughput with less stopping. Vehicles
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making a right-turn from School Street would not have to stop at Brook Street, as they often have to do
today. The simulation runs indicate that this would reduce queuing on School Street.

2.4

School Demand Management Strategies

We quantified the benefits of school-related demand strategies. These strategies address school-related
vehicle trip generation and the location and routing of where school loading (drop-off/pick-up) of
children occurs. We evaluated two new zones, the “Golden Gate Loading Zone” and the “St Mary’s
Loading Zone”. Figure 6 presents a diagram showing a sample of the primary routes between major
gateways and the existing loading zones around Lafayette Elementary and Stanley Middle School. The
analysis considers how these zones would reduce traffic volumes on Moraga Road between St Mary’s
Road and Mount Diablo Boulevard. A third zone, located behind the Methodist Church and accessed
off of Lafayette Circle, was originally considered. However, it was eliminated from consideration
because of concerns regarding afternoon access from Lafayette Circle.
Figure 6: School Loading
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The “gateways” represent the five major points around the schools where trips originate from. The
primary pathways from each gateway to each of the schools are also shown. It is challenging to identify
all of the potential travel routes used by parents driving to and from the schools. However, we have
developed some assumptions based on our understanding of the street network that allow us to estimate
how the new drop-off zones will impact traffic volumes on segments of Moraga Road. Additional
detail on each gateway is provide below.
Table 2 presents a trip generation estimate for each of the schools, based on a variety of sources
provided by the City and survey information from the Lafayette School District. A 20% reduction is
applied for carpooling activity where more than one child is dropped off. This accounts for parents that
transport more than one child to one or both schools or transports a child from another family. This
recognizes that not all children are dropped off individually at the school. This is only an estimate, but
is generally consistent with an auto occupancy rate of 1.25 student passengers per vehicle.
Table 2: School Trip Generation Estimate
Number of
Students

Auto/Transit
Mode/Walk-Bike Share

Total Drop-Off
Auto Trips

Lafayette Elementary

550

60% / 0% / 40%

330

Stanley Middle School

1,200

50% / 19% / 31%

600

Total

1,750

Intersection

930

Reduction for Shared Trips
(Carpool/Multiple Children)

20%

Total Net School Vehicle Trips

744

The trip generation estimate of 744 school-related auto trips takes into account the number of students
at each school and the percentage of school trips that arrive by auto. The majority of these trips occur
during a 30-minute window within the 8-9 AM and 2-3 PM peak hours.
Table 3 shows the estimated distribution of these 744 school-related vehicle trips to the five gateways.
The distribution percentages were estimated using the district’s boundaries (Stanley Middle School
draws from all of Lafayette, while Lafayette Elementary is more local serving) and the general
distribution of housing units within the City.
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Table 3: School Trip Distribution
Trip Distribution to Local Gateways (%)
Total
Drop-Off
Auto
Trips

South

Southeast

Northeast

Northwest

West

Lafayette
Elementary

264

20%

15%

20%

20%

25%

Stanley Middle
School

480

20%

25%

25%

20%

10%

Total

744

149

160

173

149

114

Intersection

To assess how the two new drop-off loading zones on Golden Gate Way and St Mary’s could reduce
peak hour traffic on Moraga Road, a series of routing studies were developed. These routing studies
estimate the current travel path from each gateway to each of the two main drop-off points at Lafayette
Elementary and Stanley Middle School. Each routing study then considers how the two proposed
loading zones could result in a more attractive and convenient option that avoids congested segments of
Moraga Road. The analysis estimates the potential for these additional loading zones to divert traffic
away from segments of Moraga Road.
Because of the constrained nature of the existing roadway network, there are limited alternative paths
for school-related auto trips to use that avoid Moraga Road altogether. Therefore, many school-related
trips will still have to use segments of Moraga Road between St Mary’s Road and Mount Diablo
Boulevard to access the schools.
Table 4 presents the analysis of the trip diversion and reduction estimates for each of the five gateways.
The analysis provides the following:
•

An estimate of the percentage of trips from each gateway that currently use two key segments
on Moraga Road: 1) Mount Diablo Boulevard to School Street, or 2) St Mary’s to School Street
to access each school. The number of school-related AM peak hour auto trips using Moraga
Road, 441, is approximately 60% of the total of 744. The PM peak hour is not affected.

•

The percentage to/from each school that would divert away from Moraga Road with the two
new loading zones at Golden Gate and St Mary’s.

•

Based on these assumptions and the trip distribution in Table 3 above, the analysis estimates the
number of trips that would divert to the new loading zones and avoid either of the two Moraga
Road segments.

•

The estimate of the current trips using Moraga Road are shown, along with the number of trips
diverted from Moraga Road with the new loading zones.
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•

To understand the overall impact on Moraga Road, the number of diverted school trips are
multiplied by two. This reflects that each trip shows up as two different trips on Moraga Road:
one trip inbound to the school and one trip outbound. The estimate of total (two-way) diverted
trips is 210.

•

The 210 diverted trips from Moraga Road represent approximately 10% of vehicle traffic
during the AM and MD peak hours. This trip reduction would not provide congestion
relief in the PM, which occurs too late in the day.

The detailed routing studies are presented in Table 4 below. The percentages indicate the following:
•

For each school and gateway, we developed estimates for the percentage of traffic using two
segments of Moraga Road: 1) Mount Diablo Blvd to School Street, and 2) School Street to St.
Mary’s Road.

•

For the trips assigned to each segment of Moraga Road, we assumed a percentage that each of
the new loading zones would divert away from Moraga Road.

•

The analysis indicates that approximately 24% of total school trips would be diverted away
from a segment of Moraga Road.

•

This translates into 210 trips, which is 10% of the traffic on Moraga Road.
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Table 4: Trips Diverted from Moraga Road with the Two New School Loading Zones
EXISTING
Lafayette Elementary
% using Moraga Rd (School-MDB)
% using Moraga Rd (St Marys-School)

South

Southeast Northeast

0%

0%

50%

Northwest

West

50%

100%

100%

90%

0%

0%

0%

% Diversion to Golden Gate from Moraga Road

0%

0%

25%

25%

0%

% Diversion to St Mary's from Moraga Road

10%

20%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

15%

100%

25%

100%

0%

0%

0%

25%

% Diversion to Golden Gate from Moraga Road

0%

0%

25%

25%

0%

% Diversion to St Mary's from Moraga Road

50%

50%

0%

0%

10%

TOTAL

Stanley Middle School
% using Moraga Rd (School-MDB)
% using Moraga Rd (St Marys-School)

Lafayette Elementary
Existing Trips Using Moraga Rd (School-MDB)
Existing Trips Using Moraga Rd (St MarysSchool)

0

0

26

26

66

53

36

0

0

0

Trip Diversion to Golden Gate

0

0

7

7

0

Trip Diversion to St Mary's

5

7

0

0

0

Stanley Middle School
Existing Trips Using Moraga Rd (School-MDB)
Existing Trips Using Moraga Rd (St MarysSchool)

0

0

18

96

12

96

0

0

0

24

Trip Diversion to Golden Gate

0

0

5

24

0

Trip Diversion to St Mary's

48

0

0

0

2

TRIPS USING MORAGA ROAD

149

36

44

122

90

441

TRIPS DIVERTED FROM MORAGA RD

53

7

11

31

2

105

36%

20%

25%

25%

3%

24%

% School Trips Diverted

Moraga Road Traffic (Two-Way Total at Moraga Blvd
and School St)
Diverted Trips * 2 (Accounts for the inbound and the
outbound trip)
% Reduction on Moraga Road

2,000
210
10%
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Southeast Gateway
Currently, trips from the Southeast gateway (Burton Valley) use St Mary’s Road to access the Middle
School via Topper Lane and School Street (see Figure 7). Trips heading to Lafayette Elementary
primarily use Moraga Road and the main parking lot. The proposed loading zone at St Mary’s would
provide a convenient point to intercept trips heading to both the Middle School and Lafayette
Elementary. The St Mary’s drop-off will not divert many Middle School trips from Moraga Road, as
these trips currently do not use that road. However, it has the potential to divert a significant amount of
Elementary School trips. One factor that reduces the effectiveness of this location is that it does pose a
long walk for young school children. The school priority streets and the School Street Complete Street
path would help enhance the pedestrian environment for these school children and increase the
effectiveness of this project to reduce trips on Moraga Road.
Figure 7: Southeast Gateway Routes
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South Gateway
Trips from the South gateway (Moraga Road south of St Mary’s) and heading to the Middle School
primarily use School Street, while trips to Lafayette Elementary use Moraga Road to the main parking
(see Figure 8). The St Mary’s loading area would be attractive for Middle School trips from this
gateway. However, it’s not attractive for trips to the Elementary School. The Golden Gate zones are not
convenient to either. The trip reduction is significant for the Middle School trips, but not for the
Elementary School.
Figure 8: South Gateway Routes

Northwest Gateway
Trips from the Northwest gateway (Happy Valley) use Mount Diablo Boulevard, Moraga Road, and
School to access Stanley Middle School (see Figure 9). Very few trips would travel to/from Lafayette
Elementary from this gateway. While this drop-off is somewhat redundant with the existing drop-off on
1st Street south of Moraga Boulevard, it does provide a convenient loading point that does not require
parents to travel down 1st Street and School Street to exit. This would reduce congestion around the
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schools and provide parents with an easy way to exit by using 1st and 2nd Street to access Mount Diablo
Boulevard.
Figure 9: Northwest Gateway Routes

West Gateway
Auto school-related trips from the West gateway (west of Moraga Road) would primarily use Brook
Street to access Moraga Road and School Street. The proposed loading zones at Golden Gate and St
Mary’s do not pose a convenient option for these trips west of Moraga Road. Therefore, these zones
would divert very few trips. Figure 10 presents the West gateway.
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Figure 10: West Gateway Routes

Northeast Gateway
Trips from the Northeast gateway use Mount Diablo Boulevard, Moraga Road, and Golden Gate Way
to access mostly Stanley Middle School (see Figure 11). The Golden Gate zones provide another
convenient, albeit redundant option, for parents dropping off Middle School students. The diversion
rates and trip reductions for both Happy Valley and Springhill reflect this. However, the convenience
of the Golden Gate location, with easy access to Mount Diablo Boulevard, could prevent additional
trips from traveling south on 1st Street to access School Street.
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Figure 11: Northeast Gateway Routes

2.5

Other School-Related Demand Side Projects

Enhanced School Bus Program
The Lamorinda Service Alternatives Report (Nelson/Nygaard, 2015) provided a series of ridership
projects and cost estimates for a range of transit and school bus enhancements. The report
recommended an expansion of the school bus program that included the following:
•

Six additional buses

•

$450,000 annual cost, which is approximately $3.90 per trip with 75% load factor (compared
with $3.63 per trip for the existing service)

•

The new service to Lafayette Elementary and Stanley Middle School was forecast to generate
an additional 137 daily riders.
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•

Using a similar methodology to the previous routing studies section:
o 137 bus riders with a 20% factor to account for shared school trips (i.e., carpooling),
would translate into 110 vehicles or 220 total vehicle trips (inbound/outbound)
removed from the Downtown study area network.
o To achieve this level of ridership, 6 additional buses are required in the peak hour.
These additional buses need to be accounted for: 6 buses times 2.5 passenger car
equivalents * 2 in/out trips. The additional 6 buses equal 30 total vehicle trips
(inbound/outbound) added to the network.
o The net effect is 190 fewer total vehicle trips (inbound/outbound).

•

Assuming 60% of these trips use one of the two Moraga Road segments (Mount Diablo to
School or St. Mary’s to School), the reduction with the enhanced school bus program is
approximately 6%.
o 190 vehicle trips * 60% assigned to Moraga Road equals 114 vehicle trips
o 114 vehicle fewer vehicle trips on Moraga Road divided by 2,000 vehicles per hour =
6%

The enhanced school bus program would reduce traffic on Moraga Road by approximately 6%
in the AM and MD peak hours. The school buses would not provide congestion relief during the
PM peak hour.

School Stagger Times
The current school hours are:
•

Stanley Middle School: 8:15 AM – 2:53 PM daily, except Wednesday 9:24 AM – 2:53 PM

•

Lafayette Elementary School: 8:30 AM – 2:42 PM daily, except Wednesday 8:30 – 1:42 PM

Both schools start within 15 minutes of each other and at the tail-end of the peak. Shifting the start time
for one of the schools an hour earlier or later, similar to the late Middle School start, could help spread
the peak. However, these trips will still occur, unlike the bus service which removes trips from the
network. Also, it could shift the impact to other parts of the commute.
This strategy is summarized below:
•

Existing AM volumes at Moraga Road / Moraga Boulevard from 7-8 AM are approximately
1,500 vehicles per hour, increase to 2,100 vehicles per hour from 8-9 AM (including the school
traffic), and then decrease to 1,200 vehicles per hour from 9-10 AM. Redistributing school trips
one hour earlier or later could help reduce traffic during the 8-9 AM peak hour.

•

Moving the start time for either school up to 7:30 would shift the auto trips to the earlier time
period. The number of trips for each school are:
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o Lafayette Elementary: 264 auto trips (from Table 3) would equal 528 two-way trips
(in/out).
o Stanley Middle School: 480 auto trips (from Table 3) would equal 960 two-way (in/out)
trips.
•

Assuming 60% of these school trips use one of the two segments on Moraga Road (Mount
Diablo to School or School to St. Mary’s), the school stagger times would shift
approximately 320 trips from Lafayette Elementary or 580 trips from the Middle School.

•

Table 5 presents the hourly traffic flows on Moraga Road in the 7-8 AM and 8-9 AM hours
with the redistribution associated with sliding the start times for each school. Shifting the
Elementary School traffic to the 7-8 AM period would help spread the peak evenly between the
two hours. Shifting the Middle School traffic would just flip the peak hour to 7-8 AM.

Table 5: School Stagger Times Volume Changes
Moraga Road Volumes (two-way, peak hour)
Trip Change
(in/out)

7-8 AM
(two-way volumes)

8-9 AM
(two-way volumes)

-

1,500

2,100

With Shift the Elementary School to 7:30 AM

320

1,820

1,780

With Shift the Middle School to 7:30 AM

580

2,080

1,520

Scenario
Existing Volumes, Existing Start Times

•

Redistributing the traffic earlier could begin to oversaturate the network at the same time that
the commute demand is starting to build. Mixing earlier school-related trips with the regional
commute activity to SR 24 and BART could create residual congestion that spills over into the
8-9 AM period, negating some of this strategy’s effectiveness on the 8-9 AM hour. This is less
of an issue when the Elementary School traffic is shifted because it merely spreads the peak
evenly.

•

This strategy also reduces the chances for carpooling/dropping off multiple children in one trip.
Parents who drop-off two students at two separate schools can do it in one trip now. With
staggered times, parents may prefer to make separate trips. This could induce additional vehicle
trips in the 7-8 AM and 8-9 AM hours.

This strategy is not recommended because of the uncertainty related to how the staggered times
could shift the problem to an earlier hour and simply cause the congested peak to spread. Also, it
could generate additional school-related vehicle trips as the opportunities for children to carpool
is reduced.

School Street Complete Street and Pedestrian Priority Streets/Pathways
To ensure the success of the school loading strategies, especially the St Mary’s loading zone, a series of
pedestrian and bicycle improvements are required to provide safe connections for students walking
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from the new drop-off points and the Regional Trail to each school and in-between the schools. These
projects include sidewalk, crosswalk, and pathway improvements (see Figure 12).
Figure 12: Complete Street and Priority Streets

These strategies are supportive of the other school-related strategies and are important to them being
successful. Independently, these projects have only a minimal trip reduction potential – less than
1%.
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2.6

Deer Hill Road Improvements at Happy Valley and Oak Hill

Two traffic control improvements have been evaluated for Deer Hill Road at Happy Valley Road and
Oak Hill Road. The two traffic control improvements include traffic signals and roundabouts. Table 6
summarizes the traffic analysis results for traffic signals and two roundabout options.
Table 6: PM Peak Hour Traffic LOS Results for the Deer Hill Road Improvements
Existing AM
with Stop
Control
(from DSP
EIR)

Deer Hill Rd/Happy
Valley Rd
Deer Hill Rd/Oak
Hill Rd

Intersection

Existing AM
with Signals

20% Growth
AM with
Stop Control
(from DSP
EIR)

20% Growth
AM
with Signals

20% Growth
with 1/2-lane
Roundabouts

20% growth
with 2-lane
Roundabouts

F / 71

C / 23

F / 95

C / 26

F

Not feasible

C / 20

B / 14

D / 35

C / 27

F

F

The traffic signals operate acceptably at 20% traffic growth in both the AM and PM peak hours. These
signals also provide safe pedestrian crossings.
Two roundabout options were tested:
•

A single-lane roundabout was tested at Happy Valley Road

•

A two-lane roundabout at Happy Valley Road is not feasible from a right-of-way perspective

•

A two-lane roundabout with a single-lane entry from Oak Hill Road, to provide a safer
pedestrian crossing between the BART parking lots

•

A two-lane roundabout at Oak Hill, assuming a pedestrian bridge is constructed to provide
access between the BART parking lots

The roundabout options all operate at LOS F under the 20% growth scenario. This is because of
unbalanced flows at several key approaches and within the roundabout. This would result in excessive
queuing and the LOS F conditions. Figure 13 presents the roundabout layouts and the LOS results by
approach and the intersection overall.
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Figure 13: Roundabout Analysis
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2.7

Downtown Couplet and Road Diets

The Downtown Couplet creates a one-way “couplet” traffic circulation pattern on 1st Street northbound
and Oak Hill Road southbound, along with a series of “road diets” on 1st and Oak Hill (see Figure 14).
Figure 14: Downtown Couplet

The benefits of the couplet include:
•

Provides an organized traffic pattern with capacity benefits on 1st and Oak Hill.

•

Allows for a “road diet” on both streets, which would remove one travel lane and convert the
space to a shared-use pedestrian/bicycle path.

•

Promotes enhanced pedestrian and bicycle access under SR 24 between the BART station and
and Downtown.

•

Would provide some additional shift to non-auto modes.

The negative include:
•

Creates additional out-of-direction travel for drivers. This increases vehicle-miles traveled
(VMT) and increases greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs). The two major flows most affected by
out-of-direction travel are:
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o Trips from Moraga Road heading to BART. The couplet would increase the travel
distance from 0.3 miles to 0.6 miles.
o Trips from SR 24 to Moraga Road. The couplet would increase the travel distance from
0.4 miles to 0.6 miles.
•

The couplet would increase the northbound right-turn volume at the Mount Diablo Boulevard /
Moraga Road intersection, which would exacerbate the northbound queue and would require
the removal of the north-south crosswalk on the east leg to increase throughput.

•

The previous “mini-study” analysis indicated that this intersection would operate at the LOS
E/F threshold under 20% growth in the PM peak hour.

•

The more detailed traffic analysis indicates that managing this northbound queue throughout the
day is the key to keeping traffic flowing on Moraga Road.

This analysis indicates that while throughput increases over the existing condition, the queue and
delay would increase by 5 to 10% for the northbound queues, which could spill back to other
intersections on Moraga Road and cause further issues. The increased queue is the result of
reassigning traffic from the northbound left turns to right turns at Mount Diablo Boulevard / Moraga
Road. These reassigned northbound left turns represent the vehicles that will not be able to make a
westbound right-turn onto Oak Hill Road with the couplet’s one-way southbound traffic flow.

2.8

Mount Diablo Boulevard Road Diet (SR 24 to Risa Road)

This strategy proposes a road diet with enhanced pedestrian and bicycling facilities on Mount Diablo
Boulevard from the exit ramp at SR 24 and Acalanes Road to Risa Road. Figure 15 shows the location
of the road diet and the proposed cross-section. The road diet would reduce the number of travel lanes
from two in each direction to one, with a series of wide sidewalks and buffered bike lanes.
The benefits include:
•

Calm traffic, slow driver speeds, and enhance safety

•

Promote pedestrian and bicycling access between Downtown and the Reservoir

•

Would provide an impediment to drivers using Mount Diablo to bypass SR 24

•

This location has sufficient capacity to absorb the road diet and still serve future traffic growth
(see previous memos for these findings).

The only negatives are that it serves limited destinations and would not result in any measurable
trip reduction.
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Figure 15: Mount Diablo Boulevard Road Diet
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2.9

Trail to BART Connection and the Oak Hill/BART Pedestrian
Bridge

The Trail to Bart Connection and the Oak Hill/BART Pedestrian Bridge provide convenient and
coherent connections between the Regional Trail, Downtown, and BART (see Figure 16).
Figure 16: Trail to BART and Oak Hill/BART Bridge

These projects would leverage other strategies such as the School Street Complete Street and the
Brook-to-School Connection to create a robust pedestrian and bicycling network through Downtown
and would support other land use and planning initiatives. However, these strategies would provide
only a negligible auto trip reduction benefit. Removing the roughly 300-400 pedestrians per hour from
the Deer Hill Road / Oak Hill Road intersection would provide a modest peak hour improvement in
operations. However, it would provide an enhanced pedestrian experience, improve safety, and provide
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a much shorter direction connection from the BART parking lot on the east side Oak Hill Road to the
station. The existing pathway from the middle of the BART parking lot to Deer Hill Road, the
crosswalk at Oak Hill Road, and then navigating through the main BART parking lot (no direct path is
available), is approximately 0.30 miles (1,580 ft). The path using this pedestrian bridge would be
approximately 0.25 miles (1,320 ft), a 17% reduction in pedestrian travel time.
These projects are recommended to improve pedestrian and bicycling access and to support and
promote further mode shift from driving to active modes. However, these projects alone are not
expected to generate a significant change.

2.10

Northbound Moraga Road Connector

The Northbound Moraga Road Connector is a scaled down version of Short List solution idea #19c,
Interchange Reconfiguration. This project would include extending Moraga Road as a one-way
northbound two-lane connector that would intersect 1st Street at the eastbound SR 24 on-ramp. Two
northbound travel lanes have more capacity compared to one or two northbound right-turn lanes and
are more effective at serving the heavy northbound traffic flow from Moraga Road. The pedestrian
phasing can also be simplified, which provides some additional capacity. Also, removing the heavy
right-turn volume reduces the number of pedestrian/vehicle conflicts. A new traffic signal would be
required at the Northbound Moraga Rd Connector / 1st St / SR 24 on-ramp intersection. The internal
intersection at Plaza Center could remain as side-street stop controlled or could be signalized. Figure 17
presents the connector concept.
The benefits include:
•

The new connector would provide a more direct path for traffic headed to the westbound and
eastbound SR 24 ramps.

•

This connector would shift traffic from the northbound right-turn at Mount Diablo Boulevard /
Moraga Rd to the through movement. This movement has been identified as the primary
capacity issue in the study area. The northbound through movement at this location would have
significantly more capacity than the northbound right-turn.

•

This connector would also be utilized by traffic heading to westbound SR 24.

•

The north-south crosswalk at the east leg of Mount Diablo Boulevard / Moraga Road would
now have fewer vehicular conflicts.
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Figure 17: Northbound Moraga Road Connector

The negatives include:
•

Would require some land acquisition. Most of the design can be accommodated without having
to take any existing buildings.

•

This is still an expensive project, as retaining walls and other major improvements are required.

Table 7 presents the traffic LOS results from the MD/PM VISSIM model with 20% traffic growth. The
traffic analysis indicates that the Northbound Moraga Road Connector can serve over 20% of the
forecast growth, when combined with the other Near-Term projects. The estimate for the Connector
alone is approximately 15%.
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Table 7: Northbound Moraga Road Connector - Traffic LOS Results (MD/PM VISSIM Model) with 20% Growth

Name
Mt Diablo Blvd /Oak Hill Rd
Mt Diablo Blvd / Moraga Rd
Moraga Rd / Moraga Blvd
Moraga Rd / School St / Brook St
Moraga Rd / St Marys Rd / Herman Dr
Mt Diablo Blvd / 1st St
1st St / Deer Hill Rd
1st St / 24 EB onramp / NB Connector
Travel time: NB Moraga Rd – St Mary’s to MDB
Travel time: SB Moraga Rd – MDB to St Mary’s
Total System (average delay per vehicle)

TOTAL
LOS
36.0
D
48.0
D
32.3
C
37.5
D
22.3
C
34.0
C
7.3
A
12.9
B
03:01
01:40
02:02

2040 Baseline
(Existing+20% Growth)
5:11
1:50
2:42

Average of 5 VISSIM simulation runs.
The 2040 Baseline assumes 20% traffic growth with the Near-Term projects.
Source: Arup, 2016

The additional throughput provided by the connector would result in maintaining LOS D or better at all
of the intersections on Moraga Road, Mount Diablo Boulevard, and 1st Street. The improvement in
travel time is approximately 40% in the northbound direction and 10% in the southbound direction.
The Northbound Moraga Road Connector is shown to provide up to a 20% increase in
throughput and a 10 to 40% improvement in travel times.
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3

Supply and Demand Side Recommendations

The traffic and trip generation analyses presented above have yielded a range of effectiveness measures
for the supply and demand side strategies. Table 8 summarizes the supply and demand analysis for
each of the individual strategies affecting Moraga Road. The traffic models were used to estimate the
effectiveness of each strategy.
For the supply side strategies, the increase in throughput and the effect on travel times are reported for
the PM peak hour in the MD/PM VISSIM traffic model (the MD/PM was shown as the critical time
period in the future years). For the demand side strategies, the reduction in vehicle demand are reported
for the AM and the PM. The table is meant to serve as a menu of options that can be implemented in a
variety of ways.
The most promising strategies for the Near and Medium-Term are:
Near-Term Recommendations:
These projects should be explored in a one to five year timeframe. The analysis estimates that these
projects would increase capacity by 7-10% in the AM and the MD/PM. In addition, these strategies
would reduce demand in the AM and MD by up to 17%, but only 2% in the PM.
•

Implement the Smart Corridors and the southbound left-turn at Moraga Road / Moraga
Boulevard. The Smart Corridors allow for ongoing monitoring and the adjustment of signal
timings and the Moraga Boulevard left-turn lane provides modest operational benefits and
better access to the school zones. These improvements are not expected to provide a significant
improvement on their own, but they are supportive of the other strategies. A 2% throughput and
travel time improvement was estimated using a range of results from the mini-studies and the
VISSIM model runs.

•

Implement the Brook-to-School Connection in the Near-Term instead of the MediumTerm. This strategy provides a 5% capacity increase, improves school-related queuing on
School Street, and helps to enable the improved bicycle and pedestrian connectivity across
Moraga Road.

•

Implement the school-related demand side strategies (two school loading zones and the
enhanced school bus program) and the supportive pedestrian/bicycle infrastructure
(School Street Complete Street, Pedestrian Priority Streets). These improvements primarily
impact the AM and Mid-Day peaks.

•

No short-term projects at the Mount Diablo Boulevard / Moraga Road intersection. We
were not able to identify a “win-win” solution that balanced the right-turn throughput and the
need to maintain a north-south crosswalk. The Northbound Moraga Road Connector ultimately
addresses these issues at Mount Diablo Boulevard.
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Table 8: Supply and Demand Side Strategy Assessment for Moraga Road

Supply Side Strategies
Strategy

Smart Corridors and
SBL at Moraga Blvd

Throughput
Increase*
(Peak Hour
Volume)

Demand-Side Strategies
Travel Time
Improvement
(min)*

2%

2%

10%

30%

5%

30%

nd

2 NBRT – no
crosswalk
(Not recommended)

Brook-School

Downtown Couplet
(Not Recommended)

NB Moraga Road
Connector

TOTAL for
Recommended
Strategies

10% AM Only

<1%

6% AM Only
MDB Road Diet

0%

0%

0%

0%

5%

10%

nd

2 NBRT – close
north leg
(Not recommended)

Two school loading zones

Enhanced School Bus

nd

2 NBRT – restrict
SBL
(Not recommended)

Demand Reduction
(Peak Hour
Volume)

School St Complete Street

nd

2 NBRT – with
crosswalk
(Not recommended)

Strategy

<1%
Trail to BART
Connection

BART Ped Bridge

st

<1%

<1%

-5%

Oak Hill/1 Road Diets
(Not recommended,
requires the Couplet)

Not studied because
the Couplet is not
recommended

15%

30%

School Stagger Times
(Not recommended, but
can be explored further if
required)

15-40% shifts the
peak demand earlier,
peak spreading could
occur

22%

40%

TOTAL for
Recommended
Strategies

-5%

17% AM and MD
2% PM

Gray shading indicates the strategy is not recommended.
* All modeling results reported for the PM peak hour from the MD/PM peak period traffic model. The travel time
results indicate the % improvement compared to the forecast baseline (no project) scenario.
Source: Arup, 2016
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Medium-Term Recommendations:
The Medium-Term projects would be required after five or ten years (or beyond) depending on traffic
growth. These projects (listed below), coupled with the Near-Term improvements, would provide a
capacity increase of just over 20%.
•

Implement the Northbound Moraga Road Connector. This project provides the greatest
improvement in traffic capacity.

•

Implement the Mount Diablo Boulevard Road Diet. This project enhances bike and
pedestrian connectivity and would discourage some diversion trips from SR 24.

These projects would not provide any measurable trip reduction benefits.
Figure 18 presents a potential strategy implementation process. The graph in Figure 18 shows Moraga
Road capacity as horizontal lines, with the upward sloping lines indicating the various forecasts from
earlier in the memo. The two forecasts represent the official CCTA forecast and one based on recent
growth rates. The purpose of the graph is to indicate the points where additional capacity is required (a
change in the horizontal level) and to show how aggressive demand management can “bend” or slow
the growth curve.
Declining drive alone mode share, recent growth in BART ridership, and increases in walking and
biking all point to residents using alternative modes. The additional demand management and school
strategies presented in this study will provide further benefit, particularly in the AM commute period.
However, additional demand management strategies and land use regulation could be required to offset
growth in the MD and PM peak periods.
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Figure 18: Strategy Implementation
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4

Long-Term Strategy Discussion

The three Long-Term strategies all have exceptionally high costs and physical impacts. This section
provides additional detail on the strategies to definitely present why they are being removed from
consideration relative to the Near and Medium-Term strategies. Figure 19 shows the Long-Term
strategies. The original intent was to select one project, as they all affect largely the same market
(Moraga to SR 24).
Figure 19: Long-Term Strategies

4.1

Reservoir Bypass

The Reservoir Bypass would include a new 1.1 to 1.4 mile roadway connection from Nemea Lane to
Risa Road or the Lafayette Reservoir access road and Mount Diablo Boulevard. The bypass road would
consist of one lane in each direction, along with a shared use path for pedestrians and cyclists. The new
connection would allow traffic from Moraga to bypass Moraga Rd to reach SR 24 primarily for
traveling to/from the west. Figure 20 presents two bypass options and the primary questions to evaluate
the effectiveness of the concept.
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Figure 20: Reservoir Bypass Analysis

The primary question is how much of the main Moraga traffic would use the bypass to avoid Moraga
Road congestion to head east on SR 24. As reported in previous technical memos, most of Moraga
traffic heading to/from the west would use Moraga Way. The bypass has a small catchment north of
Rheem Boulevard and south of St Mary’s that would use the bypass to travel to/from the west.
The remaining travel market consists of Moraga residents that want to travel east on SR 24. The
incentive to use the bypass, which is a longer distance to reach SR 24, is dependent on the severity of
future congestion on Moraga Road (the shortest route).
The strategies described in the previous section indicate the ability to increase capacity from 10 up to
20% traffic, with additional help from demand management strategies. This analysis focuses on the
traffic capacity and the travel times between the bypass and Moraga Road. Table 9 provides a summary
of the two travel paths and a comparison of travel times by segment using various data sources and the
traffic model as a guide.
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Table 9: Reservoir Bypass - Moraga Road Comparison

Reservoir Bypass

Moraga Road

Time (min:ss)
Segment

Time (min:ss)

Length
(mi)

Existing
/ OffPeak

20%
Growth
Pk Hr
(Risa)

20% Growth
Pk Hr
(Reservoir
Entrance)

Segment

Length
(mi)

Existing /
Off-Peak

20%
Growth
Pk Hr

Nemea Ln to
Risa or
Reservoir
Entrance

1.1

3:00

3:00

3:30

Nemea Ln
to St
Mary’s

1.2

3:00

3:00

Risa to
MDB

0.9

3:00

4:00

4:30

St Mary’s
to MDB

0.4

3:00

4:00

MDB to EB
24 On

0.5

2:00

2:30

2:30

MDB to
EB 24 On

0.5

2:00

2:30

Total

2.5

8:00

9:30

10:30

Total

2.1

8:00

9:30

The traffic analysis indicates that the range of supply side projects solve congestion until growth passes
10-15%. Under these conditions, Moraga Road would always provide the most direct path and a
comparable travel time. At 20% growth, if no other improvements are made to Moraga Road (such as
the Moraga Road Connector), the bypass would be faster and would siphon some traffic. However the
travel times on the two paths would equalize as traffic shifts, which would limit the ultimate benefit of
the bypass. Also, off-peak times would still have comparable travel times, which would make Moraga
Road more attractive.
Other considerations include:
•

Significant physical / environmental impact to the recreation area

•

Significant grade changes make road design and stormwater management challenging

•

Standard new road construction is $4-5M per mile

•

Likely higher because of the physical and environmental challenges

For these reasons, the bypass is not recommended and should be eliminated from consideration.
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4.2

Moraga Road to 1st Street Connection

An additional alignment option for the Moraga Road to 1st Street Connection was proposed at the last
Steering Committee meeting. Figure 22 shows the alignment with an option to not provide the
connector from St Mary’s to School Street. Instead, vehicles would make a right-turn to School Street
and a left-turn to 1st Street to access Golden Gate Way, Mount Diablo Boulevard, and SR 24.
The analysis considers two options:
•

The full route (as shown) with the connection between St Mary’s and School Street.

•

A partial option where the connector is not built and traffic is forced to make a right-turn at
School and a left-turn at 1st Street.

•

The route would serve approximately 650 vehicles northbound and 450 southbound in the Year
2040 AM (20% growth). The reverse flow would occur during the Year 2040 PM (20%
growth).

•

Traffic operations on the new route would be acceptable with the installation of traffic signals
on 1st St at School St and Moraga Blvd.

•

Would alleviate a significant amount of existing and projected congestion on Moraga Rd.

•

Cost and impacts on the schools and the residential neighborhoods are significant negatives

•

In both options, 1st Street must be realigned to intersect Golden Gate Way, taking an existing
parking lot, and building a new bridge over the creek.

•

In the full route option, the cost of purchasing four parcels and realigning St Mary’s and 1st
Street could increase the cost of the project by several million dollars.

•

The partial option would put a significant amount of traffic at the northbound right-turn to
School Street, adjacent to Lafayette Elementary. This right-turn movement would not have
enough capacity to serve the increase in traffic.

•

A left-turn pocket at 1st Street would be required to serve the heavy left-turn volume heading
north on 1st Street. The left-turn movement would not have enough capacity to serve this
increase in traffic.

The major drawbacks of both options include:
•

Increasing the amount of traffic in-between the two schools and through the residential
neighborhood

•

The cost of the full option to build the connector south of School Street

•

In the partial options, there is not enough capacity on School Street to serve the increase in
traffic heading to/from SR 24
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Figure 21: Moraga Road to 1st St Connection

•

In both options, the crossing of the creek and the reconfiguration of 1st Street to intersect
Golden Gate Way is expensive and provides several engineering and environmental challenges.
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For these reasons, the Moraga Road to 1st Street Connector is not recommended and should be
eliminated from consideration.

4.3

Interchange Reconfiguration

The full interchange reconfiguration has evolved into the Northbound Moraga Road Connector
presented earlier in the analysis. Figure 23 shows the interchange reconfiguration.
Figure 22: Full Interchange Reconfiguration

The full interchange has significant cost, physical, and property impacts. For these reasons, the full
interchange is not recommended for further study and should be eliminated from consideration.
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